Welcome to our 43rd Edition of “Big School Buzz” as Q2 gains momentum, with Winter
waiting patiently in the wings. We trust that you will find this month’s edition of great
value again as we strive to provide you with ‘edunews’ you can
really use – from educational updates and lifestyle trends, to
exciting new product launches, technological breakthroughs,
and more. We’ll keep it light, fresh and informative, and an
absolute joy to read at all times. Please feel free to pass it on to
your fellow colleagues, friends and family as we grow the “Big
School Community”, together. And be sure to lend a hand and
light up a life, wherever you can. Keep in touch!
Yours sincerely

Editor & Crew

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EduWeek – Advancing Education In Africa. EduWeek is Africa’s
premier education event and has solidified itself as the industry’s
leading annual education showcase and gathering. Be at the
forefront of Africa’s transformation by networking with 5500 key
decision makers, local leaders, strategic thinkers, educational
professionals and entrepreneurs, from across the globe. This bumper two-day show from 15-16
June at the TicketPro Dome, Johannesburg, will showcase over 250+ local and international
exhibitors, host free-to-attend education talks and workshops, featuring top-notch guest
speakers and industry specialists, and more – a truly awesome programme line-up indeed, and one
not to be missed. >>>
Living And Learning In A Fast Changing World. Technology from the
wheel, to the printing press, to the mobile phone, has shaped human
history and will undoubtedly continue to do so. Today, computers
and the digital revolution are spreading across the globe, creating
connections we have never before imagined, and possibilities and
perils only before dreamed of in science fiction. Whether it is called the second machine age, the
Digital Revolution, or the 4th Industrial Revolution, technologists, economists and
academics are all concerned with recent rapid technological advances and what
they imply for the future. While artificial intelligence, exponential increases in
computing power, and expanding mobile networks hold promise to make our
lives easier and safer, they also threaten to leave those at the bottom of the
pile even further behind, if not evenly distributed. >>>
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The Billion Child Foundation – Turning Schools Into Centres Of
Excellence. South Africa’s population is rapidly evolving into two
distinct worlds – those with education, jobs, money and a future for
themselves and their children, and those, with little education, no
jobs, and no future prospects at all. And schools in less privileged
communities face a complex range of very real obstacles such as shortage of resources, skilled
educators, lack of good management and parental involvement. But all is not lost! The Billion
Child Foundation, under leadership of Mr. Alan Whittaker, has developed an incredible “Centre
of Excellence” programme that allows for the sustainable reinvention of schools as Centres of
Excellence, within the framework of an innovative, cost-effective pricing model. Effective
Leadership, Effective Teaching & Effective Learning = Positive Results. >>>
Bettermarks® – Maths Made Easy. Bettermarks® is a new, digital,
adaptive mathematics programme developed to give learners
immediate feedback, as well as valuable tips whilst they work out and
solve problems. Teachers can assign worksheets and tests from over
100 000 CAPS-aligned questions, from Grades 4-10, and can monitor
individual learner’s or class progress to easily identify learning needs (saving time with automatic
marking and result evaluation). Easily accessible on any connected smart device for absolute
convenience. Bettermarks® makes maths easy! >>>
Creative Parenting And Nurturing Creative Thinking. Children start
learning even before they are born. No wonder parents are called a
child’s first teachers! Parents make a powerful difference in what
children learn and how they think - so spark your kids’ creativity by
encouraging their curiosity, using common everyday experiences to
inspire new ideas, building their confidence, and using their art to spark conversations. Learning
is all about making connections – from the known to the new. From here and now to the future,
from us to them. Being creative with your children is fun, easy and important. Stimulating
children’s imaginations, listening to their ideas and spending time doing creative activities
together, are key to their success. Children’s fresh and unique styles should be valued and their
creative expression encouraged, at all times. We owe it to our children to unleash their
imaginations and develop the originality in every child – a parental imperative indeed. >>>

Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:
 Get Ahead Sports Programme advances talent amongst school kids. >>>
 Snapplify offers you a secure and effective e-learning environment. >>>
 Playful Learning brings education to life in a natural way. >>>
 Green schoolyards foster intellectual growth and well-being. >>>
 Reading for pleasure is fun and benefits academic performance. >>>
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